ECSC GREEK QUALS 2021

STARTING: 22 MAY 9.00 GR TIME
ENDING: 23 MAY 21.00 GR TIME
About Hack The Box.

Hack The Box is a massive hacking playground, an online cyber security training platform counting over 500,000 platform members. All the way from guided to exploratory learning.
500k
Platform Members

+350
Machines & Challenges

800+
Corporations using Hack The Box

180+
CTFs, Meetups & Trainings Organized Globally

NEW CONTENT EVERY WEEK

GLOBAL REACH

B2B
Enterprise Clients including Fortune500 companies

500+
Universities Enrolled

600+ Signups per day
Participation Requirements
Eligibility for Participation in ECSC GR Quals 2021

Please read the rules below carefully!

• All players in order to qualify to the final round must be between 14 - 26.
• Any players born outside this timeframe cannot participate in the qualification round.
• This age frame applies only for this year’s qualification round.
• The final team of ten representing Greece at the ECSC Finals won’t be formed based on their ECSC Quals CTF rank. It will be determined based on their performance and attendance during the National Team Training Sessions hosted after the CTF.
• Players are required to have a Greek Nationality.
• Registration will be performed in the link here and the CTF Password needed to access the event will be shared closer to the event.
HTB Registration
How to register to the CTF platform

First step you have to do is create a new account!

- Go to https://ctf.hackthebox.eu/register and create an account
- If you have already an account go ahead and login with the existing one
- This account is not the same with your Hack The Box account so you need to create a new one
Creating Your ECSC Team

Ready to join the event? Create the Team First!

- In order to join the event, create a team first.
- Create a team of one!
- If the Team Name is already taken you will be prompted with an error message.

Don't forget to have fun choosing your team name as we did :)

Create A Team

In order to participate in CTFs you need to be part of a team.

Team Name: CTFBestTeam

Team Motto: The winner will be us!

Team Country: United Kingdom

Team Discord Link: http://ourDiscordLinkIfWehaveOne.com

Don't forget to include URL prefix https:// or http://

Create Team

Cancel
Join the CTF!
Check upcoming CTFs

See all upcoming CTFs!

All upcoming CTFs are under the Live CTFs Section available at https://ctf.hackthebox.eu/ctfs

Capture The Flag Events
A list of live and past CTFs on the platform. Public CTFs will appear for all, private ones will show up once your team has been invited. Your active team is NoShellNoF00d. All dates are displayed in your timezone, which is Europe/Athens. For UTC, hover over. Click a CTF row to see more information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIVE CTF'S</th>
<th>PAST CTF'S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STATUS</td>
<td>CTF NAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upcoming</td>
<td>ECSC GR Quals 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Time to join the CTF

You are one step closer to the game!

- You can join the event by providing the CTF password!
- The CTF Password has been sent to the email you provided here.
- Do not distribute the CTF Password to anyone.
- You have to agree with the contact information by HTB to get access to the event.
Hacking Time!
Let The Journey Begin

A variety of challenges will be available for all levels of hacking expertise. Take your time to not only solve them but to learn as much as possible!
How to start your Docker Instance

It is time to spawn and start hacking!

1. On the right side of the challenges there is a button to start/stop each docker instance.

2. Press the button and you will see the docker being spawned and the IP address to target.

3. If there isn’t a docker instance download the content and start hacking.

4. Some challenges might have a docker and a downloadable part!
How to Submit a Flag

Submit that Flag!

After finding the awesome flag don’t forget to submit it to prove your progress, climb the scoreboard and win the awesome Prizes!
SUPPORT
Support Time!

**How to get in touch for support!**

- Support for the CTF for any technical issues will be done via HTB Discord.

- During the CTF response will be immediate, we will do our best effort to reply in a timely manner out of hours!

- Join our Discord Channel here: [https://discord.gg/hackthebox](https://discord.gg/hackthebox)
Add yourself to support channels

Time to message the HackTheBoxBot

Find the HTB Bot on the right side of the server under the Discord Administrator role and select it to send a direct message.
Support Command

Time to message the Hack The Box Bot!

Select the bot and send the following command:

```
++htbctf ecsc-gr-21 The_CTF_Password
```
Support Process Completed

Time to chat!

- Now you are added to the exclusive **ECSC Quals 2021** Support Channels!

- In this channel only people that have registered to the CTF have access, so do **not** distribute it to anyone!

- Send any questions about technical issues you may face, and check announcements for any updates.

- If for any reason you cannot be added to the CTF contact r0adrunn3r#1337, or makelaris#4344
Rules
Rules

All rules you must follow for the CTF

1. It is strictly forbidden to perform any kind of Denial of Service or any other unwanted actions against the servers or associated infrastructure.
2. Do not try to brute force the flag submission system.
3. Do not perform any unwanted actions against other teams/members.
4. Do not try to exchange flags/write-ups/hints of the challenges during the competition with other teams participating or to other external entities.
5. Do not distribute the content of the CTF (the challenges) to third party entities for help.
6. All teams must be consisted with maximum 1 member. Teams with more members will be disqualified.
7. Behaviour in Discord and towards other players or HTB Team must comply with our ToS (section 9). Failure to do so will result in the appropriate penalty.
8. Please familiarise yourself with the ToS in place regarding our content and intellectual property.
9. Any violation of these terms will automatically disqualify the player from the competition.
10. Let the scoreboard go on 🔥 Good Luck!
Enjoy and Capture The Flag

HACK THE BOX

🏁